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Technology has had a significant impact on the luxury travel world, making it easier for
more travelers to visit exotic locations throughout the year.

The travel world has responded by increasingly using technology to market new
offerings, whether it be through digital and social efforts or branded applications
available on mobile devices. While technology can occasionally present unforeseen
risks, for the most part the innovative initiatives introduced in the first half of 2015 will
make travel easier and more convenient for consumers.

Here are the top 10 travel and hospitality efforts of the first half of 2015, in alphabetical
order:
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Dominator virtual reality pod

Dominator’s virtual reality experience
Italian yacht maker Dominator International is provided visitors at the Dubai Boat Show a
unique teaser of its  highly anticipated 87-foot, hybrid D26 Ilumen with a virtual reality
experience.

The initiative launched this year at the Düsseldorf Boat Show and the Miami Boat Show,
and Dominator brought virtual reality to the Middle East with the Ilumen’s digital
experience. Virtual reality matches the futuristic twist of the innovative yacht and gives a
greater incentive for potential buyers to purchase prior to the expected completion in 2016
(see story).

Propellers  of Feadship's  hybrid yacht

Feadship’s hybrid mega yacht
Netherlands-based yacht builder Feadship has unveiled the first hybrid yacht to appeal to
wealthy and environmentally-conscious consumers.

Yachting is extremely costly and as consumers begin to lean more and more toward
brands that are outwardly green, it is  likely that Feadship’s competitors will follow suit.
Already purchased for an undisclosed sum by an unnamed buyer, Feadship announced
its accomplishment via social media for optimal outreach (see story).
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Flexjet'sLearjet 75 LXi

Flexjet’s updated Web site
Fractional jet ownership company Flexjet unveiled a new Web site that immerses the
consumer in images and video to create an integrated digital experience.

Owners, clients and visitors are able to gain insight into the Flexjet fleet and the
experiences available through different programs. The imagery used throughout the Web
site redesign and the 3-Dimensional experiences available will take private aviation
consumers on a new digital journey that will likely spark interest in Flexjet and its
offerings (see story).

Four Seasons  mobile app

Four Seasons global app
Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts is encompassing the entire consumer journey in its
long-awaited, portfolio-wide mobile application.

From bookings to in-room requests, the app rapidly changes how Four Seasons guests will
use mobile. The luxury hotel sector is not known for mobile mastery, so the new app
propels Four Seasons to among the top in the field (see story).
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Gotham Air helicopter

Gotham Air’s helicopter charter app
Helicopter charter brand Gotham Air is easing connection services with a mobile
application that provides instant bookings.

Frequent travelers are able to book a helicopter service to and from New York area
airports and the city on their smartphones. The ability to hop on a pre-booked flight or
request services at the most convenient time will appeal to jetsetters looking for the
quickest way to beat traffic (see story).

Exterior of Mandarin Oriental, Paris

Mandarin Oriental cyber attack
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group is investigating a data breech in its credit processing in
which hackers stole consumer card information.

According to a statement from the company, it found and eliminated malware from an
“isolated” number of hotels in Europe and the United States, but it has not shared specific
hotel names because it is  still looking into the issue. Leaks in payment security may cause
concern for consumers, but taking direct action and retaining open communication about
measures can help a brand regain trust (see story).

Ritz-Carlton's  ((Chime)) mobile app

The Ritz-Carlton’s event planning app
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company is enhancing its event services with a mobile application
designed to assist meeting and event planners with the details involved with scheduling a
function at a property.

The app, ((Chime)), gives meeting planners a way to communicate with the Ritz-Carlton
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while organizing the fine details such as food and beverage choices, audio visual
requests, in-room temperature and more. The ease of throwing an event through this app
will likely entice more companies to hold conferences and meetings at Ritz-Carlton
properties (see story).

Starwood's  Starlab

Starwood’s multichannel environment
Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide has revealed its New York-based Starlab, an
innovation studio that will help funnel the brand’s design teams into an omnichannel
environment.

The 46,000-square-foot office in the Garment District will bring together the company’s
design, digital and luxury brand teams into one space. The new initiative will attempt to
combine high-touch with high-tech to bring guests an unique and modern experience
across all its  brands (see story).

Travel + Leisure updates  for the modern reader

Travel +  Leisure’s updated Web site
Time Inc.’s Travel +  Leisure has reworked its print format to account for its Web site
overhaul to better express the title’s content to its passionate and travel-focused
readership.

For its relaunch, on both Web and in print, Travel +  Leisure is exploring different formats
that put travel storytelling at the forefront of its  content. As T ime Inc.’s first truly travel-
focused title, since it acquired the publication from American Express Publishing, newly
instated editor-in-chief Nathan Lump had the opportunity to revamp the readers’
experience across channels (see story).
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YPI yacht app

Yacht Partner’s mobile app
Brokerage house Yacht Partners International is easing the process of chartering, selling,
managing and constructing a yacht with the YPI Selection mobile application.

Enthusiasts are able to use their phones and tablets to view boats for sale, plan a trip,
receive tips and find nearby yachts. When transportation brands release mobile
applications, it is  important to make the consumer want to return to the app through
evolving campaigns and experiences (see story).

Final Take
Kay Sorin, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 
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